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ABSTRACT:
Molana Abu-ul-Kalam Azad is among one of those personalities who altruistically devoted their
lives to uplift their nation. He rendered great services in the field of literature, politics and religion.
He played a vital role in promoting Arabic and Urdu journalism and through different magazines
and journals he conveyed his message all over the World, especially in the Arab world. However,
sometimes he faced some self made hurdles in communicating his message. It is mainly due to
his elaborative writing style. Basically he was a poet and fictionist, and this style can even be seen
in his research articles. While interpreting the chapter "Opening" (Surah Fatiha), he wrote it in 554
pages. Such a detailed interpretation not only disturbed the guiding aspect of Holy Quran but his
highly ascertaining and exploring style mystified the readers too. This manuscript briefly presents a
critical view of his work.
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